[1] Although an average westward rotation of the Earth's lithosphere is indicated by global analyses of surface features tied to the deep mantle (e.g., hot spot tracks), the rate of lithospheric drift is uncertain despite its importance to global geodynamics. We use a global viscous flow model to predict asthenospheric anisotropy computed from linear combinations of mantle flow fields driven by relative plate motions, mantle density heterogeneity, and westward lithosphere rotation. By comparing predictions of lattice preferred orientation to asthenospheric anisotropy in oceanic regions inferred from SKS splitting observations and surface wave tomography, we constrain absolute upper mantle viscosity (to 0.5-1.0 × 10 21 Pa s, consistent with other constraints) simultaneously with net rotation rate and the decrease in the viscosity of the asthenosphere relative to that of the upper mantle. For an asthenosphere 10 times less viscous than the upper mantle, we find that global net rotation must be <0.26°/Myr (<60% of net rotation in the HS3 (Pacific hot spot) reference frame); larger viscosity drops amplify asthenospheric shear associated with net rotation and thus require slower net rotation to fit observed anisotropy. The magnitude of westward net rotation is consistent with lithospheric drift relative to Indo-Atlantic hot spots but is slower than drift in the Pacific hot spot frame (HS3 ≈ 0.44°/Myr). The latter may instead express net rotation relative to the deep mantle beneath the Pacific plate, which is moving rapidly eastward in our models.
Introduction
[2] The relative motions between Earth's tectonic plates can be reasonably well constrained by the spacing of parallel magnetic lineations observed on the seafloor [e.g., Vine and Matthews, 1963; Morgan, 1968] . In fact, modern geodetic observations of plate motions [Sella et al., 2002; Kreemer et al., 2003] show nearly the same patterns and rates of relative motion as early characterizations [e.g., Chase, 1972 Chase, , 1978 Minster and Jordan, 1978] , with a few notable differences. The motion of the tectonic plates relative to the deep mantle, however, has been the subject of significant uncertainty and debate since the advent of plate tectonics. This is because the appropriate deepmantle reference frame against which to measure surface plate motions is poorly defined and difficult to characterize. Yet, any net motion of the tectonic plates over the deep mantle has potentially important consequences for the dynamics of mantle slabs [e.g., Doglioni et al., 2007; Long and Silver, 2009; van der Meer et al., 2010] , the tectonics of trench migration at the surface [Husson et al., 2008; Nagel et al., 2008; Schellart et al., 2008; Di Giuseppe et al., 2009] , the coupling between tectonic plates and mantle flow [Becker, 2006; Becker and Faccenna, 2009] , the rise of plumes within the flowing mantle [e.g., Steinberger, 2000; Steinberger et al., 2004] , and long-term sea level change [Conrad and Husson, 2009] . As described below, some of these interactions with absolute plate motions have been used to constrain the lithosphere's net motion relative to the deep mantle. This serves to highlight the need for an independent constraint on absolute plate motions, much as seafloor magnetic lineations serve as an independent constraint on relative plate motions. [3] Convection in the Earth's mantle, which ultimately drives the plate motions, is inherently poloidal in the absence of lateral viscosity heterogeneity. As a result, a mantle with radially symmetric viscosity will induce no net torques on the lithospheric plates, and therefore no net rotation of the lithosphere [Solomon and Sleep, 1974] . Thus, the no-net rotation reference frame (NNR), which can be determined solely from the well-characterized relative motions between plates, forms a natural reference frame within which global plate motions can be expressed [Argus and Gordon, 1991] . The Earth's viscosity structure, however, is not radially symmetric, and numerical models have shown that lateral variations in upper mantle viscosity, primarily associated with deep cratonic roots, can induce net lithopshere rotation [Ricard et al., 1991; Zhong, 2001; Becker, 2006] . Most of these models have predicted a slow net drift of the lithosphere in a direction roughly parallel to that of the Pacific plate [Becker and Faccenna, 2009] . Without its no-net torque justification, the NNR frame becomes merely a convenient mathematical construct upon which to express relative plate motions; the NNR frame provides no constraints on the absolute motions of plates relative to the deep mantle. Furthermore, the definition of the NNR frame depends on the details of the plate tectonic model, such as the treatment of diffuse plate boundaries and small plates [Kreemer et al., 2006] . Instead, a geological or geophysical observation that constrains the deep mantle reference frame is needed. [4] The search for such a constraint is nearly as old as the discovery of plate tectonics itself. Early studies utilized hot spot volcanism as a deep mantle reference frame, assuming it to be the surface expression of stationary plumes rising from the deep mantle [e.g., Wilson, 1965; Morgan, 1972] . This approach has been used in several plate tectonic compilations [e.g., Minster and Jordan, 1978; Gordon and Jurdy, 1986; Gripp and Gordon, 1990; Wang and Wang, 2001] . However, a few cm/yr of relative motion between hot spots have been suggested by plate circuit analyses [Molnar and Stock, 1987] and paleomagnetic investigations [Tarduno and Gee, 1995; Tarduno and Cottrell, 1997; DiVenere and Kent, 1999; Tarduno et al., 2003] , as well as modeling studies showing that plume tails are advected horizontally by mantle flow [e.g., Steinberger, 2000; O'Neill et al., 2005] , has called the stability of the hot spot reference frame into question. More recently, groups of hot spots in either the Indo-Atlantic basin [Müller et al., 1993; O'Neill et al., 2005] or in the Pacific basin [Gripp and Gordon, 2002; Wessel et al., 2006] have been used to define a reference frame. A similar approach has also been used for a global compilation of hot spots linked via a mantle flow model [Torsvik et al., 2008 . [5] Relative to the NNR frame, the different hot spot-based reference frames predict a similar direction of net lithosphere motion, but with different rates of net lithosphere drift [Becker and Faccenna, 2009] . Nearly all models suggest a net westward rotation of the lithosphere about an Euler pole located in the Southern Indian Ocean. Of seven recent net rotation models (Table 1) and five recent numerical models ( Table 1) that produce net rotation, all rotate around Euler poles that are located within 37°of the (70°E, 56°S) location of the Euler pole for the HS3 net rotation model of Gripp and Gordon [2002] . The HS3 net rotation pole is also proximal to the poles for net rotation with respect to the Antarctic and African plates (Table 1) , which have each been proposed as stable frames because they are nearly surrounded by ridges [Burke and Wilson, 1972; Hamilton, 2003] . By contrast, the amplitude of the net rotation is dramatically different between the various reference frames, varying by a factor of 4 between a minimum of 0.11°/Myr for the GJ86 model [Gordon and Jurdy, 1986] and 0.44°/Myr for the HS3 (Pacific Hot spots) model [Gripp and Gordon, 2002] (Table 1) . In terms of net lithospheric motion, these two extreme models produce between 1.2 and 4.9 cm/yr (Table 1) of net lithosphere rotation (on the equator of the rotation) in an approximately westward direction that is roughly parallel to Pacific plate motion. Thus, hot spot models appear to produce a relatively consistent constraint on the westward direction of net rotation, but a comparatively poor constraint on the magnitude of this net rotation.
[6] Becker [2008] suggested that observations of seismic anisotropy in the asthenosphere could provide a separate constraint on the net motion of the lithosphere relative to the deep mantle. The asthenosphere is a low-viscosity sublithospheric layer that accommodates relative motion between the tectonic plates and upper mantle flow. This deformation occurs primarily by dislocation creep in the asthenosphere [Karato and Wu, 1993] , which aligns olivine crystals with a lattice preferred orientation (LPO) [McKenzie, 1979; Ribe, 1989] that can be detected seismically [e.g., Hess, 1964; Montagner, 1994] using surface waves [e.g., Trampert and Woodhouse, 2003; Becker et al., 2003; Debayle et al., 2005] or shear wave splitting measurements [e.g., Silver and Chan, 1988; Savage, 1999] . Thus, seismic anisotropy in the asthenosphere is controlled by the motion of the lithosphere relative to that of the underlying mantle [e.g., Savage, 1999] . Because net rotation of the [Becker, 2008] . Although relative plate motions are well constrained, we have no direct observations of mantle flow beneath the asthenosphere. Therefore, the contribution of mantle flow to asthenospheric deformation must be inferred from a mantle flow model driven by mantle density heterogeneity. Such models have been used to predict asthenospheric anisotropy in the past [e.g., Gaboret et al., 2003; Becker et al., 2003 Becker et al., , 2006a Becker et al., , 2006b Behn et al., 2004; Hammond et al., 2005; Conrad et al., 2007] , but are sensitive to the assumed upper mantle viscosity structure.
[7] Using a global mantle flow model driven by a combination of plate motions and mantle density structure, Becker [2008] found that azimuthal anisotropy constrained by surface waves is most consistent with a moderate degree of westward net rotation (1-2 cm/yr on the rotation equator or ∼50% of the magnitude associated with the HS3 model). A similar result was recently obtained by Kreemer [2009] , who used shear wave splitting observations at both oceanic and cratonic locations to constrain net lithosphere rotation about a pole only 4°away from the HS3 pole and at ∼50% of the HS3 net rotation rate ( [8] In this study, we build upon the results of Becker [2008] and Kreemer [2009] by jointly constraining both the net lithosphere rotation and the viscosity structure of the upper mantle using independent constraints from surface wave tomography and SKS splitting measurements. To accomplish this, we predict LPO in the asthenosphere using mantle flow models driven by a combination of surface plate motions and tomographically inferred mantle density heterogeneity [e.g., Behn et al., 2004; Conrad et al., 2007] . These flow models include lateral variations in lithospheric thickness and allow us to constrain the viscosity "drop" in the asthenosphere relative to the upper mantle. Using these models, we identify an upper bound on the magnitude of net rotation shear that can be introduced into asthenospheric deformation while satisfying the observed anisotropy. Because the viscosity structure of the upper mantle controls the partitioning of shear between the asthenosphere and underlying mantle, this upper bound suggests an important tradeoff between lithospheric net rotation and asthenospheric viscosity drop.
Asthenospheric Anisotropy and Net Rotation
[9] To probe the anisotropic constraint on net rotation and asthenospheric viscosity, it is useful to decompose asthenospheric deformation into components driven separately by mantle flow and absolute plate motions, and by separating the latter component into fields driven by relative plate motions in the NNR frame and by net rotation of the lithosphere (Figure 1 ). This linear separation into 3 parts can be accomplished if we assume a Newtonian rheology for the mantle and consider asthenospheric deformation away from complexities associated with plate boundaries or localized density heterogeneities (e.g., plumes or convective instability). Beneath a rigid surface plate, mantle flow driven by mantle density heterogeneity generates simple shear within a low-viscosity asthenospheric layer ( Figure 1a ). Surface plates moving above a passive mantle also generate simple shear within the asthenospheric layer, but generally in a different direction than the shear produced by mantle flow, and with the opposite vertical sense (Figure 1b ). When combined, these two flows yield a mantle flow field that is driven simultaneously by surface plate motions and mantle density heterogeneity. Behn et al. [2004] noted that the shear strain rate for the density-driven (mantle flow) component of the combined flow field is inversely proportional to the absolute mantle viscosity. By contrast, strain rates for plate-driven flow depend only on the radial (or lateral) variations in viscosity, and not on the absolute viscosity. Thus, the linear combination of these two fields depends primarily on the value chosen for the absolute mantle viscosity, which we define as the viscosity scale factor b following Behn et al. [2004] and Conrad et al. [10] In this study, we introduce net rotation of the lithosphere above a passive mantle ( Figure 1c ) into the linear combinations of plate-driven and density-driven flow fields. To accomplish this, we impose net rotation consistent with the HS3 model [Gripp and Gordon, 2002] , but scale the magnitude of the rotation by the dimensionless net rotation scale factor a ranging from 0 (consistent with NNR) to 1 (consistent with HS3). We choose the amplitude-scaled HS3 model to represent the range of possible net rotations because, as discussed above, most other net rotation models produce similarly directed westward lithospheric drift, but with varying magnitudes that are all slower than that of the HS3 model [Becker, 2006; Becker and Faccenna, 2009] (Table 1) . Although the lithosphere moves above a passive mantle, the location of the core-mantle boundary (CMB) must be held fixed to prevent uniform rotation of the entire mantle. Thus, the contribution of lithosphere net rotation to the total mantle flow field is simply the shear flow between the moving lithosphere and the nonrotating CMB. This flow is then distributed within the various intermediate layers of the mantle in proportions that vary inversely with each layer's relative viscosity.
[11] By choosing values for a and b, we can examine a range of relative contributions of densitydriven ( Figure 1a ), plate-driven ( Figure 1b) , and net rotation-driven ( Figure 1c ) flow to the global mantle flow field. Because the asthenospheric component of the deformation associated with each of these flow fields depends on the viscosity of the asthenosphere relative to that of the upper mantle, we compute the linear combination of these flow fields for a range of viscosity values for the asthenospheric layer. It is important to remember that the same viscosity structure must be employed for each separate flow field that form the linear combination. To achieve this, we must assume a linear (Newtonian) rheology, which is inconsistent with the non-Newtonian (power law) dislocation creep mechanism that creates anisotropic fabric in the asthenosphere [Karato and Wu, 1993] . Thus, our method ignores any viscosity variations induced by the power law rheology, and implicitly assumes that any power law weakening is incorporated into our choice of a Newtonian asthenospheric viscosity. This assumption is valid to first order because NNR plate motions, which induce the fastest asthenospheric flows, likely govern asthenospheric strain rates, and thus effective viscosity. Because the NNR plate motions do not vary between models, the effective viscosity of the asthenosphere should remain relatively constant between the different cases, and thus can be chosen a priori as we have done here. Furthermore, flow models that incorporate power law rheology into the asthenosphere have shown that it produces only small changes in mantle flow patterns [Christensen, 1984; Cadek et al., 1993] and their interaction with plate motions [Becker 2006] . Nevertheless, the effect of non-Newtonian rheology on the generation of anisotropic fabric in global mantle flow models is a topic for further study.
[12] The linear combination of flow fields yields a prediction for present-day asthenospheric deformation that can be used to predict LPO in olivine aggregates, and thus the anisotropic fabric in the asthenosphere. To compare this predicted fabric to seismic observations, we calculate the infinite strain axis (ISA), which is the orientation of the long axis of the finite strain ellipsoid after unlimited exposure to a given velocity gradient tensor [Kaminski and Ribe, 2002] . Here we are assuming that LPO in the asthenosphere develops quickly; specifically that simple shear rotates the LPO toward the ISA faster than the ISA changes along flow lines. Kaminski and Ribe [2002] showed that this assumption can be tested by calculating the grain orientation lag parameter, P, which is the ratio of these rotation rates. If P < 0.5 then the ISA is a valid estimate for the LPO and there is no need to calculate the past strain history of olivine aggregates. The advantage of using the ISA to approximate the LPO is that the ISA and P can be calculated from an instantaneous flow field and its first time derivative [Kaminski and Ribe, 2002] . This greatly simplifies computations and eliminates uncertainty associated with fully time-dependent calculations. Conrad et al. [2007] showed that away from plate boundaries, LPO formation in the asthenosphere is sufficiently fast that P < 0.5 throughout most of the asthenosphere. Thus, we use the ISA to approximate LPO for the linear combination of flow fields described above, and exclude areas where P > 0.5 from our analysis.
Models for Global Asthenospheric Flow
[13] We developed global mantle flow models similar to those of Conrad et al. [2007] , using the finite element code CitcomS [Zhong et al., 2000; Tan et al., 2006] and a grid with 157 km horizontal resolution and vertical resolution varying from 150 km (lower mantle) to 25 km (above 350 km depth). Our viscosity structure consists of a uniform viscosity lower mantle (below 670 km), an asthenosphere (above 300 km and below the lithospheric base), and a lithosphere, with reference viscosities that are 50, 0.03 to 1.0, and up to 1000 times the h um = 10 21 Pa s viscosity of the upper mantle (300-670 km), prior to scaling by b. We perform all calculations for several different values of asthenospheric viscosity within the range 0.03h um ≤ h a ≤ 1.0h um in order to examine the influence of asthenospheric viscosity on LPO. Following Conrad et al. [2007] , we introduce a smooth transition from the low-viscosity asthenosphere to the high-viscosity lithosphere, and incorporate lateral viscosity variations above 300 km depth by assigning a variable thickness to the lithosphere that is consistent with seafloor age (for oceans) or near-surface tomography (for continents).
[14] For density-driven flow, we employ rigid surface boundary conditions and free slip conditions at the CMB. We assign densities in the mantle by converting velocity anomalies in the S20RTSb seismic tomography model [Ritsema et al., 2004] to densities using a constant velocity-density conversion factor of 0.15 g cm −3 km −1 s, which is consistent with both laboratory data [e.g., Karato and Karki, 2001] and previous studies [e.g., Behn et al., 2004; Conrad et al., 2007] . Following previous work [e.g., Lithgow-Bertelloni and Conrad et al., 2007] , we do not impose density anomalies above 325 km depth because seismically fast velocity anomalies associated with continental roots have been shown to correspond to neutrally buoyant "tectosphere" [e.g., Jordan, 1975] (note that we do use these cratonic velocity anomalies to define lithospheric viscosity variations [e.g., Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2006] ). The resulting density-driven flow (Figure 2a ) at the base of the asthenosphere (300 km) exhibits horizontal convergence above downwellings (primarily caused by circum-Pacific and Tethyn subduction), and divergence above upwellings (primarily beneath southern Africa and the Pacific basin). The LPO associated with this flow is approximated using the ISA calculated at the center of the asthenosphere (200 km depth) where shear gradients are greatest. In general, the predicted ISA (Figure 2b ) parallels the density-driven flow directions at the base of the asthenosphere (Figure 2a) , and the fact that P < 0.5 in most locations (Figure 2b) indicates that time advection of strain history is not necessary.
[15] For plate-driven flow, we impose NUVEL-1A plate motions [DeMets et al., 1994] for 13 plates in the NNR reference frame as velocity boundary conditions on the surface of the finite element grid (Figure 2c ) and free slip conditions at the CMB. The resulting ISA at 200 km depth (Figure 2d ) is roughly parallel to plate motions and is a good approximation for anisotropy because P < 0.5 except near some major plate boundaries. For net rotation-driven flow, we impose net rotation consistent with the HS3 [Gripp and Gordon, 2002] model as a surface velocity boundary condition. If we retain the same free slip conditions on the CMB that we used for the density-and plate-driven flows, we find that the imposition of any net lithosphere rotation simply induces a solid body rotation of the entire mantle over the CMB without inducing any deformation. For example, imposing the full HS3 velocity field (HS3 net rotation and NNR plate motions combined) with a free slip CMB induces the same asthenospheric anisotropy field as NNR plate motions by themselves because the net rotation component induces no deformation. To prevent solid body rotation of the mantle, which is unphysical, we apply a rigid boundary condition at the CMB when computing the net rotationdriven flow. This condition induces shear deformation that is distributed within the various viscous layers of the mantle. When this shearing flow field is combined with the NNR plate-driven flow field (assuming a value for a), the result is a flow field that is driven by surface plate motions that include some net rotation, but with a free slip CMB without any net rotation component. We find that HS3 net (Figures 2a and 2b) , NNR plate-driven flow (Figures 2c and 2d) , and HS3 net rotation-driven flow (Figures 2e  and 2f ). Velocities are shown at the base of the asthenosphere (300 km) for density-driven flow (Figure 2a ) and at Earth's surface for plate-driven ( Figure 2c ) and HS3 net rotation-driven (Figure 2e rotation alone induces westward motion of the lithosphere (Figure 2e ) that generates a rotationparallel pattern of ISA in the asthenosphere (Figure 2f ). Although P varies with distance from the rotation pole as well as laterally because lithospheric thickness variations induce perturbations in asthenospheric flow, P < 0.5 everywhere.
[16] We generate a combined flow field by summing the velocity fields (both horizontal and vertical components) of the density-driven, plate-driven, and net rotation-driven components after first dividing the density-driven velocities by b and multiplying net rotation-driven velocities by a. The boundary conditions for this combined model are imposed plate motions on the surface and free slip at the CMB with the important condition that any CMB net rotation has been removed and is instead distributed as shear deformation within the mantle's viscous layers. Because we are using a linear viscosity law, we can form linear combinations (Figure 1 ) of density-driven (Figure 2a) , plate-driven (Figure 2c) , and rotation-driven flow fields (Figure 2e ) that we compute separately for each asthenospheric viscosity structure. Using these combined flow fields, we then compute P and the 3-D orientation of the ISA globally (note that we cannot form linear combinations of the P and ISA fields (e.g., Figures 2b, 2d , and 2f) because these quantities do not sum linearly in the way the flow fields do).
[17] To assess which regions of the globe are most sensitive to variations in b and a, we compared the ISA orientations from plate-driven flow alone (a = 0 and b → 1) to plate-and density-driven flows combined (a = 0 and b = 0.5 (Figure 3a) ) and to plate-driven flow assuming the HS3 net rotation (a = 1 and b → 1 (Figure 3b) ). We find that the inclusion of density-driven flow rotates the ISA significantly across many continental locations and in parts of the Atlantic and Indian ocean basins. However, the Pacific is relatively insensitive to the introduction of density-driven flow (Figure 3a ) because plate motions there are much faster than mantle flow velocities at the base of the asthenosphere. Thus, plate-driven flow dominates the formation of LPO in the Pacific regardless of the underlying mantle flow field (Figures 2a-2d) . The effects of density-driven flow, however, are much more pronounced outside of the Pacific basin (Figure 3a) where surface plate motions are slower [Conrad et al., 2007] . Similarly, sublithospheric anisotropy in the Pacific is relatively insensitive to the introduction of HS3 net rotation (Figure 3b ) because the HS3 net rotation is generally parallel to Pacific plate motions and therefore does not change the underlying anisotropic fabric (Figures 2c-2f) . The ISA beneath plates outside of the Pacific basin, however, is significantly affected by the introduction of net rotation (Figure 3b ). Thus, we expect stronger constraints on both upper mantle viscosity and net rotation to come from anisotropy observations in the Atlantic and Indian basins, rather than from the Pacific basin.
Comparison to Anisotropy Observations
[18] Previous studies have used azimuthal anisotropy to constrain either the net rotation of the lithosphere [e.g., Becker, 2008] or the absolute mantle viscosity [e.g., Behn et al., 2004; Conrad et al., 2007] individually, but not jointly. Here, we use azimuthal anisotropy to simultaneously constrain three free parameters: (1) the net rotation scaling parameter a; (2) the viscosity scaling parameter b; and (3) the decrease in viscosity between the asthenosphere and the upper mantle, h a /h um . We do this by systematically varying a between 0 (NNR) and 1 (HS3 net rotation) and b between 0.01 (density-driven flow dominates) and 10 (plate-driven flow dominates) for four different h a /h um ratios: h a = 0.03h um (lowest viscosity asthenosphere), h a = 0.1h um , h a = 0.3h um , and h a = h um (no viscosity drop). We then compute the ISA and P from the combined flow field, and compare the orientation of predicted ISA (for locations more than 500 km from plate boundaries and where P < 0.5) to observations of azimuthal anisotropy. To evaluate each linear combination, we compute the average misfit as the average angular difference between the predicted ISA and the anisotropy observation (SKS or surface wave tomography model). Minimization of this misfit measure provides constraints on a, b, and h a /h um .
Global SKS Splitting Data
[19] We compared predicted ISA orientations to the SKS splitting database that was used by Conrad et al. [2007] , which contains ∼1350 splitting measurements from 87 studies compiled in the Arizona State University Global Upper Mantle Anisotropy Data set (http://geophysics.asu.edu/anisotropy/upper) and several recent shear wave splitting studies in the ocean basins [Wolfe and Silver, 1998; Smith et al., 2001; Klosko et al., 2001; Fontaine et al., 2005; Hammond et al., 2005] . In general, these data ( Figure 4a ) are located primarily in continental areas, where the presence of fossil anisotropy in the lithosphere, which cannot be predicted by flow models, may complicate a comparison to flowinduced ISA orientations [e.g., Fouch and Rondenay, 2006; Conrad et al., 2007; Becker et al., 2008] . To avoid this lithospheric fabric, we first examined comparisons to the 106 oceanic stations within the database, where lithospheric fossil fabric is expected to be minimal [e.g., Behn et al., 2004] . Of these oceanic stations, we eliminated those that are located within 500 km of a plate boundary, as our mantle flow model does not have sufficient resolution to predict ISA and P accurately in these regions [Conrad et al., 2007] . This leaves 26 midplate oceanic stations for which we have SKS splitting data that can reliably be used to constrain our flow models.
[20] For each flow model (consisting of choices for a, b, and h a /h um ), we compare predictions for ISA at 200 km depth (the approximate center of the asthenosphere) for each of the 26 midplate ocean SKS stations (e.g., Figure 4a ). We then excluded stations where P > 0.5 because ISA may not accurately predict LPO at these locations, and compute the average misfit between the SKS and ISA orientations at the remaining stations. This typically results in >20 "clean" stations (the precise number varies because P depends on a and b) at which the misfit is calculated (Figure 4a ). The average misfit ( Figure 5 ) shows similar patterns among the 4 models for asthenospheric viscosity. In general, we find high average misfit for flow fields dominated by density-driven flow (b < 0.3). Plate-driven flow (large b) results in a lower misfit than density-driven flow, however, the minimum misfit is found for values of b in an intermediate range of 0.4 < b < 1.5 ( Figure 5 ). This range is relatively insensitive to asthenospheric viscosity, h a , and net rotation, a, and is very similar to the range in b reported by Conrad et al. [2007] , who assumed the NNR frame (a = 0). This range should be sensitive, however, to the viscosity contrast between the upper and lower mantle (h lm /h um = 50) and the conversion factor we used to assign densities to seismic velocity anomalies (0.15 g cm −3 km −1 s). Decreasing the former or increasing the latter will tend to enhance density-driven flow, which would shift the misfit values in Figure 5 to the right toward larger values of b. Therefore, our constraints on the range of b could shift toward higher (or lower) upper mantle viscosities for either relatively weaker (or stronger) lower mantle or for larger (or smaller) amplitudes of mantle density heterogeneity than we have assumed here.
[21] The SKS constraint on net rotation (a) is weaker than the constraint on absolute viscosity (b), with a minimum misfit generally occurring over a broad range of values for a ( Figure 5 ). The permitted range of a, however exhibits a stronger dependence on the asthenospheric viscosity h a than does b. Overall, the SKS data are best fit with a small net rotation for low asthenospheric viscosities (e.g., a < 0.2 for h a = 0.03h um (Figure 5a) ), and greater net rotation is permitted as asthenospheric viscosity increases (e.g., a < 0.55 for h a = 0.3h um (Figure 5c) ). For no drop in asthenospheric viscosity relative to the upper mantle (h a = h um ), the SKS data provide very little constraint on a (Figure 5d ). Because most of the net rotation is accommodated within the asthenosphere and upper mantle, rather than within the higher-viscosity lower mantle, we expect these constraints on a to be relatively insensitive to our choice of lower mantle viscosity, as long as the lower mantle remains significantly more viscous than the upper mantle. Similarly, our constraints on a and b should be relatively insensitive to the asthenospheric thickness (nominally about 200 km). This is because a thicker or thinner asthenosphere will change the amplitudes of each asthenospheric shear component equally and thus will not affect their relative amplitudes, which are controlled by a and b.
[22] The tighter net rotation constraint for smaller asthenospheric viscosity drops implies that the SKS data permit a maximum amount of shear associated with net rotation to be accommodated in the asthenosphere. For a low-viscosity asthenosphere, most of the relative motion between the lithosphere and the deep mantle is accommodated within the asthenosphere, because its low viscosities make it easier to deform. Thus for h a = 0.03h um , only ∼20% of the HS3 net rotation can be included to obtain a best fit for the SKS data (Figure 5a ). If the asthenospheric viscosity is increased to h a = 0.1h um , more of the net rotation shear will be accommodated within the nonasthenospheric mantle, and the portion that remains within the asthenosphere will not produce as strong an anisotropic fabric. In this case, larger net lithosphere rotations are permitted (up to about 45% of HS3) before the fit to SKS observations significantly degrades ( Figure  5b) . Finally, without an asthenospheric viscosity drop (h a = h um ), the entire upper mantle accommodates net rotation shear and asthenospheric anisotropy does not constrain the amplitude of net rotation.
[23] In summary, the oceanic SKS data constrain b to be in the range of 0.4 < b < 1.5, and a < 0.5 for asthenospheric viscosity drops of about an order of magnitude. These values are consistent with earlier estimates of b by Conrad et al. [2007] using the same SKS data, and a by both Becker et al. [2008] using the surface wave model of Ekström [2001] and Kreemer [2009] using SKS data. The average angular misfit between the oceanic SKS data and the ISA predictions from the best fitting flow model is less than 15°, and thus within the nominal uncertainty of the splitting observations [Behn et al., 2004] . This average misfit is also smaller than the minimum misfit of 19°that Kreemer [2009] obtained by using a similar set of oceanic SKS data. We note that Kreemer's [2009] study allowed for a full range of variation in the net rotation parameter a and the net rotation axis, but did not consider density-driven flow and therefore implicitly considered only the limit of large b. The Kreemer [2009] study therefore may have detected a local minimum that is also present in our study (at log 10 (b) = 1.0, a = 0.4, and h a = 0.1h um in Figure 5b ), but not the global minimum, which requires a component of density-driven flow (smaller b). We find that models producing best fits to the anisotropy (as we show on an intermediate model using b = 0.5, a = 0.2, and h a = 0.1h um in Figure 4 ) do a good job of fitting ocean island SKS observations in the Pacific, where they are dominated by Pacific plate motion, but also in the Atlantic and Indian basins, where flow driven by a combination of plate motions and mantle density heterogeneity is required to match the SKS observations [Behn et al., 2004] .
Surface Wave Tomography
[24] To test our flow models against a second anisotropy data set that is independent of both the SKS data and the Ekström [2001] surface wave model utilized by Becker [2008] , we examined azimuthal anisotropy derived from the surface wave model of Debayle et al. [2005] (Figure 4b ). Average angular misfits were computed between the ISA and azimuthal anisotropy at 200 km depth throughout the ocean basins. Because surface wave models provide greater lateral smoothing compared to SKS data, we expect regions with the largest amplitude anisotropy to produce the strongest constraints on the flow models. Therefore, following Becker et al. [2003] , we exclude regions of the oceans where the amplitude of azimuthal anisotropy in the Debayle et al. [2005] model is less than 25% of the maximum amplitude of Figure 6 . Average angular misfit between model predictions and Debayle et al. [2005] surface wave data at 200 km depth beneath oceanic areas for four different values for the asthenospheric viscosity drop (h a /h um ). Excluded from this average are oceanic data where the amplitude of anisotropy is less than 25% of the maximum amplitude of anisotropy and locations where P < 0.5.
anisotropy. In addition, as discussed above we exclude regions where P > 0.5.
[25] The surface wave data provide similar constraints on b, a, and h a /h um ( Figure 6 ) to those derived from the SKS data ( Figure 5 ), although the SKS data feature a smaller average angular misfit. This may be the result of lateral smoothing and/or inversion uncertainty associated with the Debayle et al. [2005] model. Nevertheless, we find a best fitting region within the range of 0.5 < b < 2 (Figure 6 ), which is similar to the range found for the SKS data ( Figure 5 ), and very poor fits for b < 0.3 where density-driven flow dominates. Comparisons at shallower (175 km) and deeper (225) depths in the asthenosphere produce similar results, with the 175 km and 225 km depths providing slightly weaker constraints on b and a, respectively.
[26] The surface wave constraint on net rotation is poorer than it is for the SKS data, although we do find best fits for net rotation between 40 and 60% of the HS3 net rotation when h a = 0.1h um (Figure 6b) , which is similar to the upper bound of the SKS constraint (Figure 5b) . The absence of a lowviscosity asthenosphere (Figure 6d ) produces a poorer fit to the surface wave model, as we found for the SKS data (Figure 5d) . Thus, the same flow models that provide the best fits to SKS observations also produce the best fits to the Debayle et al. [2005] model. A closer examination of misfits for one such model (e.g., b = 0.5, a = 0.2, and h a = 0.1h um (Figure 4b) ) shows that large amplitude anisotropy in the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian basins is generally well predicted by the ISA orientations (longest bars in Figure 4b ), while regions of smaller amplitude anisotropy generally show a poorer fit.
Continental Anisotropy
[27] Continental anisotropy has been attributed to both fossil fabric preserved within old cratonic lithosphere [Silver and Chan, 1988; Silver et al., 2004] as well as lithospheric deformation associated with recent or ongoing orogenic events [Silver, 1996; Flesch et al., 2005] . Because our models of asthenospheric shear flow cannot predict anisotropic fabric in either cratonic or actively deforming lithosphere, we do not expect our ISA predictions to match observations of anisotropy in continental areas with strong preexisting mantle fabric [Conrad et al., 2007] . In fact, we find that our fit to continental anisotropy is significantly poorer than it is for oceanic anisotropy for all values of a, b, and h a /h um ; both for the SKS data ( Figure 7a ) and for the Debayle et al. [2005] surface wave model (Figure 7b ). Nevertheless, we do find a slight improvement in the average continental misfit for 0.5 < b < 1.0 (Figure 7) , which is approximately the same mantle viscosity scale factor that we found best fits the oceanic anisotropy data (Figures 5 and 6 ). This suggests that flow- induced anisotropy beneath the lithosphere contributes to the net anisotropy in some continental regions, which is consistent with Kreemer's [2009] detection of only 24°misfit between that cratonic SKS observations and plate motions expressed in a best fitting reference frame. For continental anisotropy, the model fit to the surface wave anisotropy (Figure 7b ) is slightly better than the fits to SKS splitting data (Figure 7a ). This may be because the surface wave model offers some depth resolution, permitting us to more accurately constrain asthenospheric fabric when it lies beneath a layer of lithospheric anisotropy with a different orientation. In contrast, SKS splitting measurements provide an integration of anisotropy in the upper mantle, and therefore will only uniquely constrain asthenospheric fabric in regions where the overlying lithospheric fabric is significantly weaker. One such region may be in western North America, where asthenospheric shear is strongly oriented in an east-west direction [Silver and Holt, 2002; Becker et al., 2006b ] and matches both SKS observations (Figure 4a ) and the Debayle et al. [2005] model (Figure 4b ).
Discussion and Conclusions
[28] Using two independent measures of global asthenospheric anisotropy, we have simultaneously constrained the relative contributions of plate motions, mantle density heterogeneity, and net lithosphere rotation to the global mantle flow field (Figure 8 ). We find that mantle flow driven by a combination of both plate motions and mantle density heterogeneity is required to predict asthenospheric anisotropy in oceanic areas, particularly within the Atlantic and Indian basins where speeds of surface plates and mantle flow are comparable [e.g., Behn et al., 2004; Conrad et al., 2007] . To obtain an appropriate balance between plate-driven and density-driven flow fields, upper mantle viscosity must be within the range 0.5-1.0 × 10 21 Pa s, which compares favorably to independent estimates made using constraints from postglacial rebound [e.g., Mitrovica, 1996] and sedimentological constraints on deflections of the Earth's surface by mantle flow [e.g., Spasojevic et al., 2009] . [29] Azimuthal anisotropy also places an upper bound on the net rotation of the lithosphere relative to the deep mantle. We find that this upper bound depends on the viscosity drop within the asthenosphere. If the asthenosphere is an order of magnitude less viscous than the underlying mantle, a global net rotation of up to about 0.26°/Myr is permitted (60% of HS3 net rotation (Table 1) ), corresponding to a maximum of ∼3 cm/yr of westward drift. This suggests that the HS3 model [Gripp and Gordon, 2002] overpredicts westward motion, possibly because the Pacific hot spots that primarily define the HS3 reference frame may themselves be drifting eastward at rates of a few cm/yr. As discussed below, this eastward drift of Pacific hot spots may result from eastward directed return flow from Pacific plate motion occurring in the deep mantle beneath the western and central Pacific basin (Figure 8 , western portions of sections A-B and C-D and eastern portion of section G-H), which pushes plume conduits eastward [e.g., Steinberger et al., 2004; Tarduno et al., 2009] . By contrast, the plume conduits responsible for the Indo-Atlantic hot spots rise through a more sluggish and less uniform mantle flow field (Figure 8 , section E-F) that results from slower Indo-Atlantic plate motions moving in multiple directions as compared to the Pacific basin. Indeed, paleomagnetic data suggest only small motions of Indo-Atlantic hot spots during the past 80 Myr [Doubrovine and Tarduno, 2008] . Thus, reference frames based on Indo-Atlantic hot spots [e.g., O'Neill et al., 2005] suggest relatively slow net rotation of ∼0.19°/Myr, which corresponds to only ∼2 cm/yr of westward drift (∼40% of HS3 net rotation (Table 1) ) and satisfies the anisotropy constraints. In support of the Indo-Atlantic hot spot frame, Schellart et al. [2008] found that this frame minimizes viscous dissipation associated with slab and trench migration compared to other references frames. Other recent studies constrain even slower net rotation, which also satisfies the anisotropy constraint. For example, van der Meer et al. [2010] used the deep mantle locations of old subducted material to estimate ∼18°of net rotation since the early Cretaceous, which implies a lithospheric drift rate of ∼0.12°/Myr. This long-term rotation rate is comparable to net rotation during the 0-5 Ma stage of Torsvik et al.'s [2010] recent global plate motion compilation based on global hot spots linked via a mantle flow model (Table 1) , and is about 25% of the HS3 net rotation.
[30] Although azimuthal anisotropy constrains net rotation to be less than ∼0.26°/Myr (60% of the HS3 net rotation), consistent with a frame based on Indo-Atlantic hot spots, anisotropy observations within the Pacific basin contribute little to this constraint (Figure 3b) . By contrast, constraints on net rotation that are obtained from the Pacific basin, such as lithospheric motion relative to Pacific hot spots, suggest faster net rotation (∼0.44°/Myr) of the HS3 model [Gripp and Gordon, 2002] . Our combined flow model (e.g., Figure 8 , with a net rotation of 20% of HS3) may help to reconcile this discrepancy between constraints from the IndoAtlantic and Pacific hemispheres. In particular, the rapid westward motion of the HS3 frame may be useful for interpreting features of the Pacific basin that are tied to the eastward moving deep Pacific mantle, such as the Pacific hot spots. For example, Long and Silver [2009] found that the magnitude of trench-parallel shear wave splitting associated with mantle flow beneath Pacific slabs correlates with the magnitude of trench migration in the HS3 frame. This observation can be explained if trenchparallel flow results from trench migration relative to the deep eastward moving Pacific lower mantle. Correlations of other subduction zone characteristics, such as back-arc stresses , slab dip angles , and subducting plate velocity Lallemand et al., 2008] , to the westward motions of trenches in the HS3 frame may also represent an expression of trench motions relative to the deep mantle in which circum-Pacific slabs are anchored [Husson et al., 2008] . Thus, the HS3 frame may express net rotation relative to the mantle deep beneath the Pacific plate, which is moving eastward by a few cm/yr compared to the deep mantle as a whole (Figure 8 ). In this case, HS3 may be appropriate for expressing the dynamics of the Pacific realm, such as the motions of Pacific trenches and hot spots on the Pacific plate. When expressed relative to the average deep mantle, however, net rotation must be slower than indicated by the HS3 frame, and is consistent with the Indo-Atlantic hot spots (and possibly even eastern Pacific hot spots, as discussed by Steinberger [2002] ) and the anisotropy constraints discussed here.
[31] Shear deformation associated with net rotation becomes more concentrated within the asthenosphere as asthenospheric viscosity decreases. This results in an enhancement of anisotropic fabric oriented parallel to the imposed net rotation (Figure 2f ). Because the anisotropy data place an upper limit on the magnitude of this net rotation fabric, we can alternatively use constraints on net rotation to place bounds on the magnitude of the asthenospheric viscosity drop (i.e., h a /h um ) beneath oceans, which is otherwise difficult to constrain [e.g., Paulson et al., 2007] . For example, we find that net rotation must be less than 20% of HS3 to be consistent with anisotropy constraints if the asthenosphere is 30 times less viscous than the upper mantle. This would require less than 1 cm/yr of maximum drift, which is smaller than inferred using any of the hot spot reference frames listed in Table 1 . Therefore, these hot spot reference frames are more consistent with an asthenospheric viscosity drop of 10 than they are with a drop of 30.
[32] It is of course possible that the asthenospheric viscosity drop varies laterally or depends on the amplitude of asthenospheric shear, as we would expect if asthenospheric rheology is non-Newtonian. In these cases, the interaction between asthenospheric shear induced by mantle flow, plate motions, and net rotation would become significantly more complicated than the linear treatment we assume here. Furthermore, it is possible that complexities to asthenospheric flows such as small-scale convection or lithospheric "drips" could interfere with fabric development in some regions. In fact, van Hunen and Cadek [2009] showed that the amplitude of azimuthal anisotropy in the asthenosphere is significantly reduced by small-scale convection when measured in an average sense over large regions, as it is in surface wave studies. This may explain why we find poorer fits to the surface wave model of Debayle et al. [2005] than we do to the SKS data, many of which may happen to sample asthenosphere that is unaffected by small-scale convection. Other complications, such as the uneven geographic distribution of SKS stations ( Figure 4a ) and their poor depth resolution, and the potential for lateral and vertical uncertainty in the Debayle et al. [2005] anisotropy model, may complicate our comparison of model predictions to anisotropic constraints. Finally, depth variations in our predictions of anisotropy, as well as uncertainty in various model parameters such as lithospheric thickness and mantle viscosity structure, could reduce our ability to use mantle flow models to accurately calculate anisotropic fabric.
[33] Nevertheless, the fact that two independent measures of anisotropic fabric, namely a global database of SKS observations and the Debayle et al. [2005] surface wave model, yield similar constraints on our global flow models is extremely encouraging. Furthermore, the result that net lithosphere rotation rate should be less than half that of HS3 is consistent with Becker [2008] , who reached a similar conclusion using a different global mantle flow model and a different surface wave tomography model, and with Kreemer [2009] , who used SKS observations and did not consider global mantle flow. Given the consistency of these results, we conclude that asthenospheric anisotropy provides a robust constraint on the relative contributions of mantle density heterogeneity, relative plate motions, and net lithosphere rotation to the global mantle flow field (Figure 8 ). In particular, anisotropy observations constrain the lithosphere's net rotation relative to the deep mantle (<0.26°/Myr, or 60% of HS3 net rotation), and the absolute viscosities of the upper mantle (0.5−1 × 10 21 Pa s) and asthenosphere (0.5-1 × 10 20 Pa s).
